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Summary

Authoritarian regimes benefit from cheaper and more ubiquitous digital technologies. They use them to increase their control over society through surveillance, censorship, and persecution of citizens. However, these citizens also learn how to use technologies to their advantage. They rely on platforms such as social media and messengers to organize, inform, mobilize, and advocate for civic freedoms so to resist authoritarian resurgence.

In order to counter digitized authoritarian resurgence and revitalize democratic assistance, international donors should recognize digitally enabled approaches to civic organizing under authoritarian regimes. They should consider the following measures to address changing authoritarian environments.

- The assumption that a civic organization is weak if it appears fragmented should not shape democracy-assistance programs.
- International donors should focus on supporting a wider array of groups rather than focusing on hierarchical organizations as their exclusive partners.
- Established hierarchical civic organizations should be encouraged to communicate and learn from digitally enabled segmented and connective groups. However, they should avoid building rigid coalition bureaucracies and focus on less formal links.
- Support should be directed toward building sustainable media ecologies and advancing media skills.
- Another high priority should be assisting those groups that help to develop local fundraising and donation infrastructure because the cells of segmented and connective groups often cannot accept foreign funding.
- Policymakers should understand the needs of the citizens under authoritarian regimes who require anonymous and uncensored communication channels.
Introduction

There is a widespread feeling today that authoritarian regimes are on the rise and that the prospects of democratization are in decline. Freedom House has documented 14 consecutive years of decline in political rights and civil liberties over the last 15 years. In 2019, more than 2.4 billion people lived in a country that can be described as authoritarian. The rise of authoritarian regimes is a gradual process rather than a result of a single event. It is argued to be linked to the increased use of digital technologies by ruling elites in countries that experience democratic decline. In particular, many argue that authoritarian control and power increasingly shift to digital channels where governments use technologies for surveillance and propaganda. This can be labeled as digitized authoritarianism. At the same time, digital technologies open additional opportunities for pro-democracy actors to advocate for civic freedoms and resist authoritarian resurgence. It is especially important to consider how in this new context local actors can be empowered and how international donors can assist them in their pro-democracy aspirations.

This paper examines how democracy assistance should address the opportunities and threats posed by digitized authoritarianism from the perspective of local actors. Programs, such as those of the EU and U.S. agencies and institutions, have been promoting or defending democratic values—such as participation, fair elections, and respect for human rights—for decades. The United States, the EU, and “western states spend billions of dollars annually with these aims.” Their programs play a pivotal role in helping local pro-democracy civic groups shed oppression and in improving democratic governance and quality of life. However, knowledge about effective mechanisms of democracy promotion remains ambiguous. As a consequence, not enough is known about the best approaches to empower local pro-democracy groups through foreign aid programs. This question remains increasingly complex as democracy-assistance institutions take a less confrontational approach to authoritarian states and increasingly build their programs around depoliticized, more technical cooperation that favors state actors. It is against this background that digitized authoritarianism rises.

The focus on digitized modes of civic and political organizing is part of the solution. This can make democracy assistance more effective.

This paper focuses on digitized authoritarianism from the angle of local digitally enabled pro-democracy groups, led by people that can be described as dissidents. Using examples from recent protest movements in Belarus, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine, it demonstrates how digital dissidents organize and resist authoritarian resurgence. The paper argues that democracy-assistance programs urgently need to understand how to respond to organizational and communication changes that are linked to increased reliance on new technologies by regimes and pro-de-
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mocracy groups. The focus on digitized modes of civic and political organizing is part of the solution. This can make democracy assistance more effective.

**Digitized Authoritarianism and the Fragmentation of Organizing**

Authoritarian regimes benefit from digitization because internet technologies afford control through surveillance and censorship. Digital technologies such as social-media platforms and artificial intelligence (AI) expand surveillance practices. They help regimes to monitor the actions of their opponents and to collect evidence in order to persecute them. Surveillance also allows monitoring of alternative online information that is critical of the regime. For instance, the Chinese government uses semi-automatic surveillance technologies to monitor expression on social media. In addition, authoritarian regimes use such technologies as big-data-harvesting, AI, and facial-recognition software to oppress and repress opponents. For example, AI can be used to monitor how long someone looks at anti-government social-media posts.

Authoritarian regimes also use technologies to prevent the spread of critical information on the internet, which enables censorship and self-censorship. This censorship often takes the form of digital disinformation directed at the opponents of authoritarian elites, which confuses citizens and prevents them from accessing trustworthy information. Though few governments have the capacity comparable to the Chinese one, surveillance and censorship are key challenges of digitized authoritarianism that civic groups face in many countries.

Civic groups and movements that oppose authoritarian regimes also benefit from digital technologies, however, because they allow disseminating information and mobilizing quicker and at a larger scale. The main affordances of the internet—the actions that digital technologies facilitate or make possible—allow faster and often more secure communication that reaches larger audiences. In particular platforms have enabled much greater participation in politics. This happened because platforms help to diffuse alternative information and to organize and mobilize people for collective action such as protest. This means that digital technologies increase political turbulence by allowing outsiders to mobilize supporters more quickly than before. Ultimately, the outcome of the use of digital technologies depends to a large extent on which actor uses them.

Groups and movements that oppose authoritarian regimes also benefit from newer forms of organizing and leadership that are enabled by digital technologies. Newer forms of organizing and leadership, as well as the main affordances of the internet, help them to address the challenges of surveillance and censorship, along with physical persecution. However, organizing in civic groups is often overlooked by the public and observers. This might happen because the logistics and practical details of organizing “are generally undramatic and do not lend themselves to journalists’ narratives, which tend to be focused on the deeds of a few leaders.” However, a myriad of undramatic practical details is important for building sustainable organizational structures, which can then be a key to the success of such groups. The structures help to build up decision-making capacity, coordinate tasks, and make democracy assistance more effective.
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Newer forms of organizing in anti-authoritarian movements rely on two mechanisms: the adjustment of organizational structures and visibility management. First, digitally enabled movements adjust their organizational structures. For example, they can try to decentralize their organization and build a network of many cells. The following section provides two examples of such movements that used digital platforms to build non-hierarchical organizations to challenge authoritarian elites.

Second, such movements actively manage their visibility, including that of their leaders. This allows activists to anonymize some of their social-media profiles or adopt pseudonyms and, consequently, conceal their real identities. This means that leaders can adopt at least two types of digital visibility: public or anonymous. Anonymous leaders can be especially active and important during critical events such as protests. Their obscure status helps to protect them from preemptive detention and allows them to coordinate collective action virtually using digital platforms. Thus, visibility management is one of the methods of activist survival under authoritarian regimes.

Organizational adaptation to the digitized environment can also foster the fragmentation of anti-authoritarian movements, however. The process of fragmentation—the emergence of networked groups loosely linked to each other—is facilitated by three factors in the digitized environment. First, society becomes increasingly individualized while politics becomes personalized, which affects how people participate in movements.\(^{26}\) Citizens are ready to share informal ties, negotiate with adversaries and the media, and shift tactic quickly if necessary.\(^{20}\)

One must distinguish anti-authoritarian movements in non-democracies from civil society organizations (CSOs) in democracies—different contexts propel different organizational forms. Civil society is an essentially concept that was developed in the context of Western democracies.\(^{21}\) Hence, when it is used to discuss civic groups in authoritarian countries, it can lead to confusion. For example, non-radical CSOs in democracies usually do not face persecution, censorship, and surveillance.\(^{22}\) This contrasts with the experience of groups that oppose authoritarian regimes. In particular the issue of surveillance makes apparent the difference between CSOs in democracies and dissident groups in authoritarian countries. While many CSOs generally seek engagement with the state and try to influence it, dissidents operate in a way that has been described as “a civil society in conspiracy” that create “networks of sympathy” and a “parallel polis.”\(^{23}\) Authoritarian elites try to learn about these parallel networks and prevent them from developing, which increases the need for surveillance. At the same time, approaching civic organizations as social movements helps to understand the struggle of dissidents and examine their organizational structures.\(^{24}\) To distinguish these organizations of dissidents that share an “anti-authoritarian ethos” and face persecution, censorship and surveillance from other forms of civic organizing, they are defined here as anti-authoritarian movements and groups.\(^{25}\)
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their personal views and agenda as part of civic activities rather than to join formal structures like trade unions or political parties. They try to disassociate themselves from traditional political organizations and their ideologies. In other words, they are still ready to join movements or a coalition of organizations but do it "on their own terms."  

Second, the logic of internet technologies reduces the need for centralized, hierarchical, and bureaucratic organizational structures. Citizens increasingly demand more horizontal organization as an element of their civic participation. The main affordances of the internet also enables linking citizens and smaller groups as cells into larger networks that can be centralized or loosely connected with other many segments—structures that resemble the technical architecture of the internet. Such networks can proliferate and spread messages across the country with formidable speed. Many recent digitally enabled protests across authoritarian countries have had formidable geographic reach compared to earlier ones.  

Third, the fragmentation of movements in authoritarian countries might be a form of response to digital surveillance and censorship. Networked fragmentation can be a highly adaptive form of organizing in digitally enabled groups that help to prevent effective suppression and facilitate the growth of a movement in the long term. An anti-authoritarian movement that may appear to suffer from a tendency to break up may in fact be going through a period of adaptation to its repressive environment. This is why fragmentation might not be a weakness but a strength of a movement in authoritarian circumstances.

Digitized Authoritarianism Meets Digital Resistance

Recent cases of anti-authoritarian movements exemplify key organizational adaptations facilitated by platforms and demonstrate how movements address repressive digital environments. Increased use of digital technologies results in a variety of organizational configurations that can be adopted by activists. These examples from Belarus, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine demonstrate four forms of organizing. They illustrate movements that were partly successful in their demands and developed high levels of potential to inspire democratic change. Three of these forms of organizing are, to a large extent, digitally enabled groups that mobilized citizens for large-scale protests and relied on the two mechanisms of organizational adaptation.

Hierarchical Movements

Hierarchical movements rely on traditional structures rather than on platforms to facilitate their organizing. This form of movement is a united collective with a hierarchical bureaucracy that runs the organization and, often, a strong, charismatic leader. Many believe that these movements require such leadership that controls almost every process within the organization. Many examples of hierarchical civic groups with charismatic leadership that were successful in advocating for change in their countries are either historical or are more relevant to democratic contexts. Figures like Martin Luther King led the 1960s civil rights movement in the United States. A coalition of students and civic groups led the Sunflower student movement in Taiwan in 2014. Extensive organizing work by traditional hierarchical entities—such as trade unions, pollical parties, and civic groups—preceded Chile’s “NO” Campaign that resulted in the collapse of the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet in 1988.  
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similar hierarchical organizations have been one of the most common images of social movements.

A hierarchical organization has many benefits, but also disadvantages. In particular its structures might collapse once the regime isolates its leaders. Preemptive repression is applied to opposition political leaders in many authoritarian countries before elections or similar periods of political turbulence. Belarus exemplifies this brutal approach toward political opponents of the regime. Many leaders of opposition organizations in Belarus who stood in the country’s presidential elections were typically detained or exiled during or after the election in the past 15 years. In 2005, Azerbaijan’s authorities arrested the leaders of youth organizations that were preparing mass mobilization before the parliamentary elections that was based on the examples of similar youth movements in Serbia and Ukraine. This demonstrates that authoritarian regimes prefer to target hierarchies and central figures of the opposition. Another crucial disadvantage of hierarchical organizations is that they are more susceptible to surveillance and censorship than more dispersed citizens as the capabilities of digitized authoritarianism grow. Targeted surveillance makes it easier to track and trace known movement leaders because it is much harder to manage the visibility of a public figure at the top of a hierarchy than that of an obscure administrator of one of the numerous opposition chats on WhatsApp and Telegram.

**Connective Movements**

Connective movements rely on peer-production mechanisms to form short-lived structures that are organized by digital media. Such movements look more like crowds that rely on self-motivated online sharing of information and offer participants agenda frames
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that can be easily personalized.\textsuperscript{37} This form of movement satisfies citizens’ preference for sharing personal agendas rather than joining formal structures. Hence, people are free to determine the degree of their participation at any given moment. These movements facilitate rather than direct political activity. They represent quite a radical case of organizational adaptation when it is often difficult to detect their structure, not least because they reject formal organizing and leadership. The key organizational disadvantages of connective movements are their less coherent political agenda and the risk of tactical freeze or paralysis, whereby a movement is unable to develop or agree on new paths to take.\textsuperscript{38}

The Euromaidan movement in Ukraine in 2013 is often viewed as a connective movement.\textsuperscript{39} The protests were sparked by the government’s decision to refuse the sign an Association Agreement with the European Union, instead choosing closer ties to Russia. During its initial stage, the Euromaidan movement rejected former hierarchical organizing and remained a network of civic, political, and cultural groups. These groups used digital infrastructures such as social media, crowdfunding networks, and streaming software to facilitate connective action between their activists and the broader public, including those who helped to crowdfund the movement.\textsuperscript{40} Similar to other connective movements, the Euromaidan struggled to select representatives for talks with the authorities. It went on for five months without recognized leaders.\textsuperscript{41} A similar problem occurred by the end of the Gezi protests in Turkey in 2013.\textsuperscript{42} It seems that many organizations that adhere to leaderless and non-hierarchical coordination principles might lack the capacity to struggle for political power and enter into negotiations when needed. This undermines the capacity of connective movements.

**Segmented Movements**

Segmented movements rely on a network of many cells that are loosely linked to each other. They are integrated networks of independent cells that can combine to form larger configurations or divide to form smaller units.\textsuperscript{43} The proliferation of new cells takes place independently, unrelated to central decision-making. In contrast to connective movements, segmented movements often offer a coherent agenda and do not reject formal organization. They also have many centers of influence or leadership. Their leaders perform the roles of platform-page administrators and spokespeople for the campaign.\textsuperscript{44} The leaders also help to reinforce links between cells. This organizational adaptation also means that it is easier to manage the visibility of the leaders who can remain anonymous for long periods needed for mobilization.

The social parasites/anti-tax campaign in Belarus in 2017 is an example of segmented organization. It emerged following the implementation of an absurd tax on unemployment. The campaigners used different methods to advocate for a change in the tax policy. This led to 32 rallies and turned into one of the largest pre-2020 protest movements in terms of its geographical spread. The campaign was not controlled and coordinated by any single bureaucratic structure during either its pre-protest or protest stage. In the minds of many journalists, commentators, and civil society experts, the anti-tax campaign started as spon-
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taneous eruptions from the grassroots with no organization and few (if any) leaders. However, it had clear organizational structures. Those who peopled these structures did not try to correct this misperception. This kept their real organizational structures in the shadows to protect its backstage leaders—administrators of social-media pages that helped to spread information and to mobilize people for rallies across the country. Few of those administrators were detained during the protest stage of the campaign. At the same time, the authorities detained many leading dissidents who did not hide their identities when disseminating information about the campaign. This included Anatol Liabedzka, the chairman of the United Civic Party, and Andrej Strizhak, the coordinator of the Radio and Electronic Industry Workers’ Union. This year, many of the backstage leaders contributed to the coordination of the protest movement on messaging platforms like Telegram, which has been instrumental in organizing the largest streets protests since independence. The case of Belarus demonstrates that anti-authoritarian movements can be wrongly perceived as “leaderless” or “organizing without organizations.” What is more, segmented movements and their leaders can benefit from this misperception.

Hybrid Movements

Hybrid movements are able to switch between hierarchical and segmented structures to mitigate the risks associated with digitized authoritarianism. Some anti-authoritarian movements learn how to switch organizational structures fairly quickly depending on circumstances. This can help to reduce risks from surveillance and persecution and, at the same time, to avoid tactical paralysis and challenge powerful elites when acting as a more hierarchical structure. This dynamic reconfiguration can be even more confusing to outside observers that other organizational configurations. Hybrid movements have both well-known, often charismatic public leaders and segment leaders/administrators who can remain in shadow. This form of movement might promote horizontal organization but act at times in a much more centralized and top-down way than their claims suggest. This makes them similar to “new digital parties” that emerged in the EU countries in the second half of the 2010s.

The anti-corruption movement of Alexei Navalny in Russia in 2017–2018 is one example of hybrid organization. Navalny is a dissident and is often considered the main figure in the radical political opposition in Russia. In 2017, his anti-corruption organization launched a campaign demanding the ousting of the country’s prime minister. Later the same year, the organization tried to register Navalny as a candidate in the 2018 presidential election. After the authorities refused to let him, Navalny’s organization started its third campaign of that year, which sought to democratize the electoral process.

The movement rearranged its organizational structures based on current challenges. A network of pages on social media that were linked to the anti-corruption campaign contained close to a hundred mobilization pages. Each page represented a local segment of the campaign in one of the Russian provinces. The segments were integrated into a network through content sharing. When the organization entered its second phase of campaigning, Navalny’s presidential campaign, its network was transformed. The federal campaign office bureaucratized the administration of the campaign pages. At the same time, the local offices began receiving greater support, as well as additional resources and tools from the federal office. In exchange, they partly lost their autonomy and were unified under the brand of Navalny’s presidential campaign. The last episode of the organization’s campaigning in 2017–2018 saw its stream of resources dry out and persecution pressure increased. The network segmented
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again, not least because its public leaders were often isolated and local segment administrators had to take control of coordination. After the presidential election in 2018, the network of the Navalny organization remained segmented, waiting for further political opportunities. Two platforms helped to transform its organizational structures quickly—VK, a local Facebook-like social media, and Telegram. They hosted the infrastructure of hundreds of campaign pages and groups that also performed the role of organizational cells. Navalny was a charismatic leader who played an important symbolic function. However, such leaders should be prepared for isolation or worse and, thus, to have other members of the organization ready to coordinate the movement’s activities.

**Anti-authoritarian Movements and Democracy Assistance**

Many approaches of international donors do not fit the context of digitized autocracies for two reasons. First, democracy assistance favors familiar challenges and partners. Second, it often neglects smaller, non-hierarchical, and local stealth groups.

International democracy assistance often favors larger and better established hierarchical civic or state-oriented organizations because they fit into the standard templates of donors. Some suggest the democracy promotion can and should lead to the collapse of a non-democratic government. At the same time, many practitioners view democracy assistance as complementary to a more timid agenda such as the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals. This latter type of assistance is often more technical and less politicized. For instance, in the 2010s, the EU shifted its assistance in the Eastern Partnership Countries, the Middle East and North Africa toward a less politicized and “functional” approach that puts forward economic and social issues. This approach often requires engagement with state institutions. Activist groups can hardly influence the practical aspects of this engagement. Other large international democracy-assistance schemes, such as European Neighborhood Instrument Funds, often favor partnerships with states or state-related actors as well. Authoritarian regimes might view this type of assistance favorably because it is unlikely to engender profound democratic change. However, it can help to improve public-sector performance as well as enhance regime stability.

There are different explanations for the growing proportion of technical assistance in aid programs. Some argue that democracy assistance often focuses on challenges familiar to donors, such as the promotion of citizen participation through traditional civil society organizations or those that fit the domestic policy agenda. Others suggest that donors tend to provide support to actors with whom they feel natural affinity such as civic-focused rather than culture- or religion-focused organizations. For instance, when the EU engages with religiously oriented groups, it assumes that they represent a potential problem rather than possible partners to be empowered. This tendency toward affinity also might be because donor organizations became more professionalized and less ideals-driven compared to in the 1980s. Illustrating
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this, support for dissidents—activists, intellectuals, and democratic pioneers who often contribute to the exchange of information about democracy—by the United States’ National Endowment for Democracy has declined since the 1980s while technical and regime-compatible assistance increased.60 As a result, many recipients of democracy assistance often fit within one of two standard templates of an organization—either one that cooperates with the state or one that adheres to an agenda that is not too challenging for the regime.61

Many recipients of democracy assistance often fit within one of two standard templates of an organization

The emphasis on technical assistance and the Sustainable Development Goals often depoliticizes democracy promotion and makes it harder for anti-authoritarian movements to access aid. The development-assistance agenda emphasizes the role of the state and imposes bureaucratic barriers on empowering local pro-democracy actors.62 For instance, to receive funding through more accessible EU schemes, an organization can only apply for up to €60,000.63 Some EU programs require co-funding at the level of 10 percent or higher to be secured before a grant is made.64 It is often the case that organizations must have at least two years of experience in the field and be registered with the national authorities to be eligible, which disqualifies many smaller or newer organizations.65 Other bureaucratic mechanisms that are reported as problematic by pro-democracy groups in countries like Russia include time-consuming application and reporting procedures, overly long processes of project selection, and a requirement to fill forms in English.66 These requirements also create a “burden of heavy reporting” and “the administration of grants” that complicates access to assistance programs for civic groups even in countries such as Ukraine or Moldova, which might prevent smaller and less experienced organizations from applying.67

Authoritarian states impose their own bureaucratic barriers specifically aimed at domestic activist groups that make it harder for them to meet requirements for foreign assistance. For instance, Russia penalizes groups that receive external support officially as “foreign agents” and tries to drive out “undesirable” foreign entities that provide this support.68 A more bureaucratized donor mechanism for engaging and supporting local pro-democracy groups in Russia inadvertently results in the state labeling them as “agents”—an image widely used by pro-government media to delegitimize regime opponents.69 This delegitimization approach is common in other countries and thwarts democracy promoters and local organizations. But, while a democracy promoter can switch their focus to other countries, local organizations suffer most.

In addition, donors often promote the development of formal coalition structures among local actors. This might lead to the emergence of additional bureaucracies rather than more flexible networks. For instance,
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the authors of A New Playbook for Human Rights Actors recommend responding to the resurgence of populism and authoritarianism by creating “coalitions and alliances” around the issues of “human rights and social justice.” Thus, the linkage between democracy and development goals or technical assistance not only often emphasizes partnership with authoritarian actors but also favors larger groups that are ready to implement the depoliticized and technical agenda of donors and have enough resources to address bureaucratic grant requirements.

Current approaches to democracy assistance often neglect non-hierarchical types of organization because they are perceived as unfamiliar and fragmented. The support of international donors is crucial for newer and emerging groups, yet democracy assistance programs often favor more extensive and better-established hierarchical organizations. Emerging networked groups are commonly perceived as fragmented because they are digitally enabled and have segmented or connective organizational structures. The leadership of such groups is hardly identifiable while their organizational structures remain in shadow, which complicates communication with them.

There is a belief that the fragmentation of organized civic and opposition political groups is a weakness that reduces their chances to foster democratic changes. Civil society in many authoritarian countries like Belarus or Russia are traditionally viewed as fragmented, dispersed, and weak. In Belarus, the inefficacy of “marginalized” political opposition and its inability to challenge the regime is often attributed to its fragmentation. Specifically, the failure to organize a challenge to authoritarian regimes is attributed to the absence of centralized structures that can organize and mobilize. However, fragmentation does not preclude strategic cooperation between civic groups. In fact, digital media facilitate loose network building, which helps them to connect and coordinate their actions more easily at any given moment to pursue common aims. In addition, as discussed above, fragmentation might be a response to digital surveillance and censorship that does not fall prey to the efforts of digitized authoritarianism too easily. However, these networked groups and coalitions might remain in the shadow of more familiar forms of organizations. This, along with the “fragmentation as weakness” assumption, might affect the perception of non-hierarchical organization by democracy promoters negatively. Thus, smaller, non-hierarchical, and local stealth groups might receive less support or simply be ignored by international donors.

**How to Adjust Democracy Assistance**

International donors need to reassess their perception of pro-democracy organizing in order to assist grassroots movements more effectively. Those that work with the same partners for years often lack “the organizational and mindset flexibility to transition to entirely new models and partners.” Many of those traditional partners are larger hierarchical organizations—which might be more susceptible to the pressures of digitized authoritarianism. In addition, bureaucratic organizations lack the flexibility of segmented and connective organizations. It seems as though the majority of emerging anti-authoritarian groups are organizationally different from the familiar partners of democracy promoters. Rather than continuing to rely on hierar-
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chical organizations as partners, promoters should try supporting a wider array of groups. This means doing a better job of understanding the nuances of each country and organizational model. This also means that many democracy-assistance programs should reassess their perception of fragmentation in networked movements.

Democracy-assistance organizations should learn how to identify, communicate with, and provide support to networked anti-authoritarian groups. There are five areas to consider in this process.

First, communication with digitally enabled anti-authoritarian groups should be based on the recognition of the features of their organizational mechanisms and configurations. These features mean that leadership and other organizational arrangements in movements can be fluid and flexible. Hence, outsiders might have difficulties recognizing them. The leadership of such movements is sometimes hardly identifiable while their organizational structures remain in shadow, which complicates communication with them.

Many democracy-assistance programs should reassess their perception of fragmentation in networked movements.

Second, social media can be a key organizational mechanism used by such groups. It is the place where they often emerge. Monitoring countries’ social-media ecosystem helps to identify emerging connective and segmented movements. The administrators of their platform accounts are often key people within these movements. It would be a good idea to reach out to them.

Third, the “fragmentation as weakness” assumption should not shape democracy-assistance programs. Many networked groups can look dispersed and fragmented, but this does not mean that they are not effective in terms of organizing and managing leaders’ visibility. These groups might be thinking about and trying new things that would be valuable in the future rather than seeking how to return the glory of a former coalition or a nationwide movement. Moreover, donors should not expect them to be registered with the state.

Fourth, donors should encourage building only informal civic coalitions so as to avoid rigid coalition bureaucracies. Centralized bureaucracies are easier to surveil, control and damage through repression of leaders. However, informal, weak ties between civic groups should be developed actively.

Fifth, democracy-assistance programs should also encourage traditional hierarchical organizations to learn from segmented and connective groups. This can help to build better links between more traditional organizations and newer groups. To encourage developing this type of links and support for newer groups, democracy promoters can introduce a benchmarking mechanism to track the level of engagement of hierarchical organizations with segmented and connective groups.

Once these five areas are addressed, democracy-assistance programs in digitized authoritarian context should prioritize building sustainable media ecologies. This includes developing media skills and supporting donation infrastructure.

Digitized politics requires media skills, so activists could use digital platforms for organizing and visibility management effectively. The spread of digitized authoritarianism means that media literacy training should also include elements that address the challenges of surveillance and censorship. Public and anonymous activist leaders need to develop these skills. In particular those who curate and administer activist social-media pages should advance their media skills because they can potentially coordinate collective action and disseminate information. Democracy-assistance programs can require most of the supported
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initiatives to develop benchmarks of achievement for media literacy skills.

Another high priority should be assisting groups that help to develop local fundraising and donation infrastructure because the cells of networked groups often cannot accept foreign funding. Investing in donation infrastructure, such as crowdfunding platforms, increases the chances that citizens will have more tools to support networked groups. The most recent example from Belarus illustrates why crowdfunding is important for organizing. During and after this year's presidential election campaign, most prominent crowdfunding groups such as the Ulej platform and the BY_help group contributed to organizing and mobilizing citizens around a pro-democracy cause. The chief-of-staff of Viktar Babaryka's presidential campaign, one of the key opposition candidates, was the founder of Ulej and a leading specialist in civic fundraising in Belarus. He helped to fund many civic projects and used approaches borrowed from crowdfunding to organize Babaryka’s campaigning and election observation. BY_help assisted in funding the health system during the most difficult moments of the coronavirus pandemic in Belarus when the government refused to recognize the scale of the problem and to impose a lockdown. One of the group’s leaders later became a key organizer within the pro-democracy movement that emerged after the election, focusing on crowdfunding for victims of police brutality and torture, as well as other important components of the movement.

On a more global level, policymakers should take into account the interests of the citizens of authoritarian countries who rely on the anonymity affordances of platforms. The public in mature democracies is alarmed by the loopholes that led to the use of platforms for disinformation campaigns, propagating violence, and uncivil behavior. Various fixes ranging from censorship to stronger gatekeeping that aligns with traditional news practices. Unfortunately, such fixes would also ultimately conflict with the practices of digital dissidents and compromise their security. The regulation of digital platforms should target specific areas such as disruptions in political campaigning and advertising. However, this targeted regulation should aim at preserving anonymity as a norm on the internet and people's ownership of their own data. This approach would address the needs and interests of citizens in dictatorships when addressing the disruptions of national media systems in democracies.

The challenge for democracy assistance is to understand how to identify, to communicate with, and to provide support to less familiar types of pro-democracy groups in authoritarian countries.

Democracy assistance in digitized authoritarian countries should, therefore, be based on three principles. First, it should encourage organizational diversity in groups calling for democracy. Second, it should focus on those pro-democracy groups that can address the challenges of surveillance and self-censorship most effectively. Third, it should support media-skills training and digital infrastructures.

Conclusion
The challenge for democracy assistance is to understand how to identify, to communicate with, and to provide support to less familiar types of pro-democracy groups in authoritarian countries. The first step is to recognize the potential of these less-familiar groups. Digital technologies afford newer organizational forms such as networked civil groups that can have a higher potential to inspire democratic change than more traditional hierarchical organizations. This
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is because networked structures that consist of many cells can potentially address authoritarian repression more effectively than centralized structures in the digitized political environment. At the same time, their perceived fragmented and shadow organizational structures should not be seen as a disadvantage. Democracy assistance should focus on organizational diversity in supported groups, their media skills, and their ability to address surveillance and censorship. Most importantly, perhaps, digital technologies should be viewed not as the main driver of authoritarian resurgence but as part of the solution to this problem. This is because technology generates as many new problems as new solutions.

The segmentation and “shadowing” of digitized political organizing is a trend likely to last long in many countries. In democracies, networked stealth groups use techniques such as microtargeting, deep fakes, and networks of bots to manipulate the political opinion of citizens. Policymakers and researchers are struggling to figure out how to address these challenges of digitized politics. But in autocracies digitization has also facilitated the emergence of shadowed networked structures that use technologies to resist authoritarianism. By adapting to this trend and recognizing the growing importance of networked anti-authoritarian organizing, democracy assistance can be revitalized and help to respond to the digitization of autocracy.
The views expressed in GMF publications and commentary are the views of the author(s) alone.
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